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Introduction  
 
To create this booklet, learning and development experts from around the world were asked a 
single, two-part question: “What is something you feel people in L&D might sometimes be able 
to improve on, and what tip(s) can you offer to assist with that improvement?” This booklet 
includes the answers to that question.  
 
This booklet was compiled by Jeff Dalto and will be published at Guy Wallace’s excellent HPT 
Treasures (www.HPTTreasures.com) with a special assist from Guy (thanks to Guy).  
 
It includes contributions from many experts in learning and development from throughout the 
world. The real thanks are to the contributors—thanks so much!  
 
If you’re reading this guide, we hope you enjoy it, find it helpful, and are able to apply some of 
the tips to your own work. Additionally, we encourage you to search out the contributors, 
follow or connect with them on social media, read their blogs, buy their books, attend their 
conference presentations, and register for their online classes.  
 
Enjoy the booklet, have a great 2022, and keep getting better!  

http://www.hpttreasures.com/
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Arabi, Elham PhD. 

Senior Digital Learning Consultant, World Health Organization 
 
Learning and development (L&D) is informed by empirical evidence and learning science. An 
L&D professional should continually rely on evidence-based practices and put good research 
into practice to design effective learning solutions. However, in many cases they face some 
challenges:  
 

• They do not have access to “good research” or online databases in their workplace – 
organizations do not invest in this medium. 

• They assume claims using cited sources or “research” is reliable simply because it uses 
citations. 

• They may need guidance to distinguish between “good research” and “poor research.”  
 
These are some proposed solutions that may help us tackle these challenges, some of which 
are: 
 

• Organizations should consider having access to reputable and rigorous journals a must. 

• They should be trained to evaluate a research paper. 

• They should be proactive in their professional development to keep abreast with latest 
research. 

• They should connect with experts who share research insights and guidance. 
 
If these challenges are resolved, we may see less arbitrary design choices based on learning 
myths. 
 

Baer, Tom 
Senior Instructional Designer, Operations Training for Electric Distribution at Puget Sound 
Energy (Washington State)  
 
I will focus on the type of training development and delivery that I’ve been involved with lately, 
which is developing hands-on simulation-based training for new data and control systems that 
require two or more years to develop. In these situations, training development and training of 
trainers cannot be finalized until after the new system has been completed and is stable. 
  
The challenge for L&D in these cases is to make the time between system completion and 
training delivery as short as possible by making progress on training development even when 
some details of the system can change right up to the end of the last testing phase.  
  
We have found that the answer is to make L&D part of the team that is developing the system, 
including participation in process workshops that determine how the new system needs to 
work. In this way, analysis done for training development can complement the analysis done by 
the business for system and process development. Work on outlining training activities and 



documents can start early in the project, then the curriculum can be given more detail as the 
system is designed, built, tested, and adjusted to meet the needs of users. 
  
I think folks in L&D can always improve on how they explain the value of training and of training 
analysis to the rest of the project team, so they can be integrated into the project team from 
the beginning.  
  
One tip is to find an L&D team member or consultant with deep subject matter knowledge to 
join the project team early. They can earn the trust of the rest of the project team by being 
conversant in the subject and showing that they understand the project’s challenges. In the 
ideal case, this person has enough subject matter knowledge to be seen as a consultant for the 
business along with being an analyst for training. Later on, Instructional Designers who don’t 
necessarily have deep subject matter knowledge can be added to the team.  
  
Another tip is to focus early on identifying at least one champion on the project who is not in 
L&D but who knows that the investment in the new system will all be lost if people do not learn 
to use it. Often this will be someone who knows the world of the end users (including how they 
learn the job) and who needs to advocate for them. If you are lucky enough to be on a project 
that has people who specialize in change management, they also will likely be champions for 
L&D.  
 

Bayas, Lenz   
Human Performance Analyst & Instructional Designer, Boise State University, Department of 
Organizational Performance & Workplace Learning 
 
The L&D industry has seen immense growth in recent years, resulting in an influx of new 
professionals joining our ranks. With this in mind, it’s more important than ever to articulate 
our core expertise of how adults learn. In doing so, we’ll ensure alignment with each as well as 
our stakeholders outside of the L&D space. Articulating our core expertise means clearly 
communicating our evidence-based design decisions to stakeholder groups. To do so 
effectively, we must stay current on the latest research of how adults learn, incorporating the 
very best of what we currently know into our work.  
 
Beyond that, we need to continue using our best judgment to deal with other pertinent factors 
that influence the outcomes of our work. These factors can include but aren’t limited to an 
organization’s willingness to change, senior leadership’s buy-in to L&D’s purpose and function, 
and agreement on the business goal(s) our work is expected to influence. The more we 
articulate our core expertise of how adults learn, the more we’ll position ourselves to impact 
worker and workplace performance. Beyond creating amazing learning experiences, that’s our 
value-add. It would do us well to keep this end goal top of mind for ourselves and those who 
sponsor our work.  
  



Berberich, Linda, PhD 
Learning Program Manager, AuthenticID  
 
When asked about something folks in L&D might sometimes struggle with or could sometimes 
improve on, I think of what I call “The Four Rights.”  
  
The Four “Rights” – or, our Rights4 – namely: 
 

• The Right content for  

• The Right audience at 

• The Right time in 

• The Right modality 
  
Too often in L&D functions, we become order takers tasked with creating training courses, e-
learning modules, and other types of learning experiences, where the measure of success is 
that something is created in some modality and delivered. The modality frequently is 
predetermined based on stakeholders’ request, often with little, no, or incomplete analysis 
performed beforehand.  
  
In general, stakeholders aren’t in the best position to assess what modality will be the most 
effective delivery mechanism. As you saw, it’s the last listed Right, because it’s generally the 
last consideration based on decisions you’ve made about the other Rights. 
  
We need to fight for our Rights to design effective instruction, and to effectively fight for them, 
we need to have a common understanding of what I mean by each of them. 
  
So, let’s look at them in order.  
  
What do I mean by the Right content? Identifying the Right content involves understanding the 
outcomes of the learning experience, most often expressed as what the learners should know 
and be able to do upon completion. Starting here guides what you will assess and therefore 
what to include to prepare for that assessment. 
  
But you can’t get too far down that path without considering the second Right, because these 
two Rights are, in fact, inextricably linked, if your goal is to design effective instruction. The 
content is only Right if it is right for your target audience. This requires understanding the 
context in which the learner will be applying what they are experiencing and includes 
understanding whether the learner is a complete novice, has some experience with the subject 
matter, or perhaps has significant expertise already. Having a broad, poorly defined audience 
for learning experiences contributes to lack of transfer to on-the-job performance and at best 
results in heightened awareness, not meaningful skill application. Tailoring your content to your 
specific audience is critical in developing effective instruction and application. 
  



The Right time refers to the moment of learning need. The vast majority of what L&D 
professionals design and deliver is intended for two of those moments, when you are learning 
something new or learning more about something you’re already familiar with. But the other 
moments of learning need – Apply, Solve, Change – generally require that the learning 
experience occur in the flow of work, not in a classroom.  
  
Which finally leads us to the Right modality. Stakeholders are likely to be unfamiliar with the 
five moments of need, and default to what they understand learning to be; namely, classroom 
based or e-learning modules, typically. But those modalities best serve the first two moments 
of need under the best circumstances, whereas the other needs require different approaches, 
like coaching, mentoring, shared assignments, job shadowing, performance support, and so on. 
  
Shift from being an order taker to being a valued consultant. Take up arms with me and fight 
for these Rights, in the name of effective instructional design and delivery.  
 

Boller, Sharon  
Affiliate Consultant, TiER1 Performance; Former CEO, Bottom-Line Performance, Inc.; Author: 
Design Thinking for Training and Development 
 
Many L&D people lack sufficient understanding of business. They focus their continuing 
education on L&D instead of boning up on business...and yet they want to be consultants to 
business. Lack of business knowledge makes it hard to have confident conversations with 
stakeholders regarding how L&D can enable a business to achieve its operational goals. It also 
makes it hard to discuss and agree on measurable goals that will be the outcome of any L&D 
solution implemented.  
 
I only acquired this knowledge as a result of starting and growing a company of my own. 
Suddenly concepts such as cash vs cash flow, sales vs revenue, marketing vs sales, and 
customer value proposition vs company vision mattered a whole lot as did understanding 
exactly what's required for a company to grow. As I acquired this knowledge, I was able to have 
far more meaningful conversations with clients and provide far more meaningful guidance on 
where L&D might help a company achieve competitive advantage versus where it made sense 
to simply try to stay at parity with competitors.   
 
The good news is that tons of good books and free resources, along with your own curiosity, 
can help you build a foundation in business strategy, finance, marketing, and growth. For a 
primer in small business operations and growth, I recommend Coursera's Smart Growth course 
taught by Ed Hess from the Darden School of Business. Ed includes an array of business case 
studies that help business novices gain understanding of basic terminology and strategy 
re:  cash, cash flow, sales, revenue, profit, profit margin, growth strategies, and ROI. For a basic 
business primer in book form, I recommend Ram Charan's book, What the CEO Wants You to 
Know... For a book focused on business strategy, I recommend the Jim Collins classic, Good to 
Great.  For thinking about company culture, Zappos' founder, Tony Hseih's book Delivering 

https://www.5momentsofneed.com/
https://www.amazon.com/What-Wants-Know-Expanded-Updated/dp/0553417789/ref=asc_df_0553417789_nodl/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312045580796&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=5796469191363811283&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9012310&hvtargid=pla-465586572704&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=60223809337&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=312045580796&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=5796469191363811283&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9012310&hvtargid=pla-465586572704
https://www.amazon.com/What-Wants-Know-Expanded-Updated/dp/0553417789/ref=asc_df_0553417789_nodl/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312045580796&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=5796469191363811283&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9012310&hvtargid=pla-465586572704&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=60223809337&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=312045580796&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=5796469191363811283&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9012310&hvtargid=pla-465586572704
https://www.amazon.com/Good-Great-Some-Companies-Others/dp/0066620996/ref=nodl_
https://www.amazon.com/Good-Great-Some-Companies-Others/dp/0066620996/ref=nodl_
https://www.amazon.com/Delivering-Happiness-Profits-Passion-Purpose/dp/0446576220/ref=nodl_


Happiness is a thought-provoking read. Finally, for quick hits on a variety of business 
management topics, I recommend the Harvard Business Review's series of 15-minute podcasts 
called Ideacast. I've found several other great business books because I listen to guests on 
Ideacast. 
 

Britz, Mark 
Director of Event Programming, The Learning Guild; Chief Strategist, Social By Design Solutions 
 
L&D must improve in understanding and supporting social and informal learning in their 
organizations. Both are quite intertwined as we learn while we work and can leverage time and 
technology to share new insights from work. The advantage for L&D to embrace these is that 
social, informal, and formal learning have a natural interplay. Formal learning, applied in the 
work context, leads to new understandings and can inspire further learner exploration. 
Additionally, social learning that is augmented by social technologies provides L&D a real-time 
and natural feedback mechanism for continuous improvement of their solutions.  
 
So what can L&D do to begin? Well, we often say that empathy is critical in L&D; to understand 
the work and work context of learners is key to designing effective solutions. With this in mind, 
L&D must be more reflective of their own informal learning (in and through work) and social 
learning (sharing and observing) that informs their own practices. Documenting and discussing 
each among their peers can serve as a way to better empathize with many of these often 
unconscious and invisible activities in the people they support. Only then can L&D work to 
create more channels for information to move through, reduce barriers to connection and 
refine their content offerings to only what is really needed.  
 

Clark, Donald 
Entrepreneur, Professor, Author, CEO, blogger and speaker 
 
L&D could do more… er, ‘Learning & Development’!! 
 
There’s something quite dull and predictable about L&D’s soul searching. It should stop picking 
away at the fluff in its own navel. There’s an immense amount of this at conferences and on 
social media, this ‘why are people not listening to us’ stuff. They don’t listen because we don’t 
have much to say. We produce no data other than ‘what we’ve done’ - number of courses, 
bums on seats, which is of course, measuring the wrong end of the learner. We become cultists 
for every fad that comes along - NLP, learning styles, Myers-Briggs, Leadership, mindfulness, 
resilience, unconscious bias, … for several years now we’ve seen ourselves as 3rd rate 
therapists, then as social engineers protecting the organisation from its own employees. So get 
some useful data, with the focus on what is ’useful’ and works. 
 
It’s time to get back to those two words - ‘Learning’ and ‘Development.’ 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Delivering-Happiness-Profits-Passion-Purpose/dp/0446576220/ref=nodl_
https://hbr.org/2018/01/podcast-ideacast
https://hbr.org/2018/01/podcast-ideacast


For nearly 40 years I’ve been astonished at how little interest is taken in ‘Learning.’ It sort of 
matters. Engineers know a lot about engineering, Doctors about medicine and so on. But we 
seem forever doomed to ignore the fact that learning is a process, that people forget and that 
there are ways of optimising learning to make it work. This endless order taking for courses 
never stops. It has morphed into ‘learning experiences’ but that can be even worse if it’s not 
deeply informed by an understanding of how we learn. 
 
On ‘Development,’ it’s time we stopped this obsession with ‘Leadership.’ Never have we had so 
many Leadership books, courses and rhetoric and so little of it. Far too much budget is spent on 
this vague topic. If everyone’s a ‘leader,’ no one is, as the word is rendered meaningless. We 
should be developing all of the workforce, not just managers, pretending to be ‘leaders.’ 
They’re flattered to be called this and L&D is made to seem important but it’s a con. 
 
Lastly, we need to accept that Covid has swept away some of the awful classroom training and 
it’s not coming back. If it does, we’re doomed to remain off to the side. Embrace blended 
learning, embrace technology, resistance is futile! 
 

Dalto, Jeff 

Workplace Learning & Performance Improvement Specialist 
  
One thing I think we can benefit from focusing on more is the learner’s transfer of training to 
the workplace and real performance improvement.  
 
It takes a lot of work and time to design and lead an instructor-led training session or develop 
something like an elearning course, and as a result, it can be easy enough to do a good job on 
that part of the training equation and then take your eyes off the ball a bit.  
 
There are several things we can do to improve on-the-job transfer. During training design and 
development, of course, one solution is to incorporate the kind of evidence-based training 
methods discussed by several others in this guide. Another is to create training that requires 
the leaners to complete activities that are authentic to the real-world work task they’ll later 
need to perform, and have the workers perform those activities in a similar environment and 
under similar circumstances as they will on the job.  
 
Another is to not think of training as a “one and done” activity but to incorporate spaced 
practice/spaced learning, and in particular retrieval practice, to combat the training forgetting 
curve, strengthen the worker’s memory schemas, and foster continued learning.   
 
And the last one I’ll mention is to work closely with the managers of the workers, not only 
getting input and feedback before training to get necessary information for design and 
development, but also making sure the manager is aware of the training and its purposes and 
knows how they can further support the workers once they’re back on the job to help them 
apply the training.  



DaSilva, Rafael, Ph.D. 
Clinical Assistant Professor, Boise State University, Department of Organizational Performance 
and Workplace Learning  
 
In our rapidly-evolving field and job landscape, Learning and Development professionals should 
strive to maintain the core understanding of what makes the field what it is. In my view, that 
means continuing to improve performance in workplaces from a systemic perspective using 
systematic evidence-based practices as well as established professional and ethical standards. 
Maintaining this view would allow practitioners to ensure that recommendations align with 
existing knowledge and not just innovating for the sake of experimenting with the latest 
practices or technology. 
 
Furthermore, especially considering social justice issues and an increased focus on diversity, 
equity, and inclusion, systemic views and systematic practices need to consider the variety of 
cultures and perspectives present in the workplace. This means more work for L&D 
professionals, sure; this also means that we are listening to more voices and considering the 
differences within so that improvements benefit the whole, its individuals, and processes. 
 
 

Dirksen, Julie 
Learning Strategy Consultant, Usable Learning; Author, Design for How People Learn  
 
There are many challenges facing L&D, but in my opinion, the biggest issue we face is lack of 
sufficient feedback on our efforts. Basically, if we can’t get feedback on what is or what is not 
working, we don’t get better as individual practitioners or as an industry. 
 
The classic model for evaluation is the Kirkpatrick model (Reaction, Learning, Behavior, Results), 
but the most collected results are from reaction surveys or multiple-choice tests that don’t 
actually tell the learning designers much about how to design better on their next 
projects.  Often, trying to assess a whole audience (e.g. tracking behaviors for a whole division 
in an organization) is so overwhelming and unrealistic that we settle for not collecting any 
feedback at all.  
 
So my tips for how to improve our own practice include: 
 

• Talking to some of the users a few weeks after the learning intervention.  Ask what they 
are using from the class, what didn’t work for them, and what else might be useful in 
the future. 

• Reading Don’t Make Me Think by Steve Krug and learning how to do usability 
testing.  The book focuses on digital resources, but you can do user testing of anything 
from a job aid to activity instructions for a virtual workshop. 

• Looking for any data you can collect about user behavior.  Can you use a web analytics 
tool to tell how many views a resource page gets?  Can you create a simple diary tool 



that people use to track their progress with something, so you can see who is using 
what they learned? 

  

Fisher, Audrey  
Employee Development and Training Coordinator at Oklahoma City Community College 
 
I can’t speak for L&D folks as a whole, but I’ll speak from my experience and hope that others 
can identify with what I’ve shared: project management.  
 
Often in L&D, practitioners are internal consultants, working on multiple organizational 
initiatives at the same time. Keeping projects organized with forward momentum while 
collaborating with stakeholders is an art. It involves coordinating a lot of moving pieces like 
collaborative space and file management, including diverse perspectives as stakeholders, 
creating communication plans, organizing productive meetings, ensuring alignment between 
organizational goals and stakeholder expectations, and facilitating reviews and edits.  
 
How can we improve with project management? Thank you for asking! First, at the launch of 
any new vetted L&D project (through a needs assessment), get your team together to write a 
team charter. This activity can help your team think through the project scope and what 
success looks like, outline roles and responsibilities, define deliverables and deadlines, create 
communication preferences, and describe ways to manage conflict. Next, decide how you’ll 
organize the collaborative team space by mapping out what folders you might need and 
defining document saving conventions. I also always find it handy to have pre-created 
templates of commonly used steps in the instructional design process (e.g. meeting agendas, 
analysis templates, design templates, etc.). This can help ensure you’re following a systematic 
and systemic process to project launch!  
 
There are also many software programs available to help manage the timeline of a project: 
Trello, Microsoft Project, Asana, etc. You can play around and find your favorite, but don’t 
forget to have frequent synchronous touch points with the team and with stakeholders at key 
review points. Frequent (but not too frequent) communication ensures the team and 
stakeholders are in alignment and the eventual development of a learning experience meets 
expectations (without surprises or costly re-dos) and delivers results.  
 

Gallant, Jeromy 
Senior Learning Sciences Specialist, Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
 
Analysis. There are a variety of factors that have contributed to the overwhelming weakness or 
lack of analysis skills within the L&D field. First, there seems to be a commonly held belief that 
analysis always takes a long time to complete. When combined with organizational pressures, 
overextending L&D team members, insistent requests for training by operations supervisors 
and managers as a way “to do something,” and long-standing training programs that are liked, 
but ineffective, it is easy to see how L&D teams can feel the need to discard analysis. In the 



attempts to meet internal and external demands, concessions are made to increase the speed 
of development, often at the expense of analysis. 
 
Fortunately, there are a few ways to improve our analysis skills.  
 
Curiosity may have killed the cat, but it can save the instructional designer. Begin asking more 
questions; allow your stakeholders and SMEs the opportunity to provide more clarification and 
detail about a problem or its root cause than you think you need. Use Joe Harless’ “13 Smart 
Questions” or Mager and Pipe’s “Performance Analysis Flow Diagram” during your next project 
intake meeting. When you start asking “smart” questions and using systematic analysis 
methodologies you might discover that the SMEs and stakeholders don’t fully understand the 
problem, its cause, or its solution. 
 
Next, learn from the process improvement groups in your organization. These groups often look 
at large and/or strategic organizational performance problems within an organization. While 
these groups often don’t include L&D personnel or instructional designers, their work and 
function within the business is quite similar to that of L&D teams. Process improvement groups 
are experts at identifying inefficiencies in processes, interpreting data, identifying procedural or 
process problems, interviewing, and observing individuals to determine their actual behavior 
instead of their assumed behavior. These groups are also experts at making the business case 
for or against a variety of performance improvement interventions. 
 
Third, communicate more and earlier. It is easier to gain additional insight into the context of a 
problem before the solution is fully formed. This means communicating any chance you get: 
typed meeting notes, bullet point outlines, text-only course documents, storyboard documents, 
functioning prototypes, etc. Bring your stakeholders and SMEs through the iterative process 
with you. It doesn’t take too much time for them, it keeps them engaged, and it gives them the 
opportunity to provide feedback and context. Analysis doesn’t stop because we begin designing 
or developing a solution. What may seem like a trivial amount of feedback about the learner 
group during design could provide the one contextual clue that alters the direction and 
effectiveness of the entire performance improvement solution.  
 
Finally, get better at evaluation. Especially Kirkpatrick-Katzell Levels 3 and 4 and LTEM Tiers 6,7, 
and 8. If you can’t state how you will know that you have solved the problem, you likely don’t 
know enough about the problem, or the problem is not defined with enough specificity, to be 
effectively solved. Uncertainty about evaluation methods is a good indicator that further 
questioning, clarification, and elaboration regarding an organizational performance problem is 
required. Therefore, improving our ability to evaluate performance outcomes will improve our 
ability to analyze organizational or individual performance problems.      
  

 
 



Kirby, Heidi 
L&D Professional and Podcast Host, BLOC (Building Learning & Organizational Culture) Podcast 
 
From my experience, I think we can always do more to consider our learner. We’re constantly 
gaining access to new technology as L&D pros, and it can help us to create more engaging and 
accessible content for our learners to maximize their experience. On the other hand, L&D pros 
always have room for improvement on how we align learning experiences with business goals. 
Although we can’t always do this successfully, I think it’s important to find opportunities to help 
the business crush their goals whenever we see the opportunity. It becomes a bit of a challenge 
and a balancing act to meet the organizational needs as well as the needs of our specific 
learners, and that’s why I enjoy it so much. The field is always changing and growing – it never 
becomes stale or boring unless we let it.  
 
I would encourage my fellow L&D pros to be open minded to new technology. Sure, there are 
fads out there that are smoke and mirrors that don’t stand the test of time. But there are great 
opportunities to reach our learners. Don’t be afraid to try new things! I believe there is always a 
way to put the learner at the center. Check out the research done on empathic design (not just 
in the learning field – UX/UI has some great work on this too) and on learner-centered design.  
 
The other advice is to check out the work and research on performance improvement 
(Rummler is a great starting point) and human performance technology (ISPI is a great wealth 
of resources) to learn more about how to align with business goals. That leads me to my final 
tip – never stop learning. We’re in the learning business, and I truly feel we’re all obligated to 
constantly question our beliefs, biases, and methods to make sure we’re being the best L&D 
representatives we can be!  
 

LaBorie, Kassy  
Principal Consultant, Author, and The Original Virtual Training Hero 
Kassy LaBorie Consulting, LLC 
 
Engage virtual participants-you can do it! If you are a virtual presenter, facilitator, or trainer and 
you want better engagement and interaction from your participants (note what I did there, 
participants, not attendees), then take some time to honestly ask yourself the following 
questions, also known as The Virtual Trainer’s Mantra: 
 

• What did I say that the participants could have said? 

• What did I do that the participants could have done? 
 
Engaging an online audience can be a challenge, even though we have more experience with it 
today than ever before! The events of March, 2020 changed the world in many ways, bringing 
virtual training, meetings, and webinars to the forefront, whether we wanted it or not. And yet, 
even with this experience, it remains difficult to find ways to meaningfully involve participants 
in an online learning session. Technical problems (so many!), lecture tendencies (it’s just 



easier!), and too little time (we only have an hour!) tend to be the main reasons for the lack of 
engagement. 
 
Shifting the focus away from the delivery of everything and towards the receiving of it will 
change how you approach your virtual sessions. Here is what you can do to guide participants 
to say and do things for themselves, ultimately leading them to success!  
 
Step one: The first step is to call them participants rather than attendees. Participants are 
active contributors during the process. Attendees are bystanders, watching and waiting to be 
included. 
 
Technical problems: 

• Send clear information on expectations ahead of time. A video message with a simple 
list of technical requirements works well. 

• Start sessions 30 minutes early and have opening activities planned. Make the subject of 
the activities connected to the content, and the participation in them to test the use of 
the technology. 

• Use a producer to assist with connecting to and staying involved in your online sessions. 
 
Lecture tendencies: 
 

• Use the Virtual Trainer’s Mantra and instead of talking about the content and asking for 
questions, ask the participants a question about it first.  
 
An example: I am about to share how we can overcome the challenges of virtual 
training. I have a list of ways and a few processes all related to this subject. But, before I 
share my ideas, I first ask them to use annotation tools on a prepared whiteboard to list 
what they know, feel, and think about the challenges. This gives me insight at the same 
time involving them with the process. “What did I just say that they could have 
said?”  When it is time to reveal my content, I will make specific connections to what 
they have shared. Bonus: I have gotten to know them in the process so my delivery can 
now be more tailored to them. 

 
Lack of time: 
 

• Take a moment to consider the point of bringing everyone and everything together. 
Truly consider it from the perspective of your participants: What do THEY need to DO 
with the information and content once that session has ended? This will guide how 
much time is needed for it to be an engaging experience for them, and importantly a 
truly effective use of time for everyone involved and invested. 
 
It is true that it takes more time to involve participants, but the time we are spending 
not engaging people with technical problems and non-interactive lectures is a waste of 
time. Plan where you could let the participants take the lead, provide insight, and share 



their opinions and experiences. The content will get covered, and in a way that is more 
relevant to them. 

 
Final thought and a call to action: Why are you working so hard? It is your participants that 
need to learn. Let them say it and do it and see how engaged your online sessions become right 
before your very eyes!  
 

Stella Lee, PhD 
Learning Consultant, Owner Paradox Learning 
 
I am not sure if it is so much about something to improve on, but I would really like to see L&D 
folks getting more involved in the learning technology (and other HRIS technology at a broader 
level) selection and implementation process.  
 
What I see time and again is that decisions in procuring a certain learning technology is driven 
by IT or Purchasing without collaborating with L&D. While it is crucial to ensure good security 
functions and competitive pricing, the introduction of a learning platform is meaningless 
without meeting the learners’ needs and solving a learning challenge.  
 
There are many questions L&D professionals are well equipped to ask, for example, what are 
the pedagogical assumptions these products are making? Are we buying tools that are just 
replicating the face-to-face environment or is this a product that creates a different kind of 
learning experience? What are the ethical and privacy considerations? How are the data from 
these products being collected, analyzed, and shared? Are there biases in the system that will 
exclude or impact negatively certain groups? What assumptions we are making about our 
learners? These and many other questions will help guide our selection process and eventually 
implement a product that can truly support our learners.  
 
It is wonderful to have so many learning technology products in the market and the landscape 
is becoming more competitive. However, we ought to be careful and thoughtful in engaging 
learning technology vendors in conversations, and here are some questions to keep in mind: 
There will always be pros and cons for each product – make sure that the pros outweigh the 
cons. No product is going to meet 100% of your needs. Focus on what it is that you are trying to 
achieve, and what are your learners’ goals in using the product. 
 
Do your homework – learn about the product (and the technology behind it) as much as you 
can, and come prepared with a list of questions during demo sessions. Don’t be afraid to ask 
probing questions and get follow-up answers. 
 
Be your learners’ advocate – don’t let the vendors’ drive the demo agenda and only showcase 
the shiny features. Think about what a good user journey should be like, and evaluate the 
product against it.   
 



 

Malamed, Connie 
Founder, Mastering Instructional Design and Publisher, The eLearning Coach Website and 
Podcast 
 
The theme of my answer is to design learning journey to develop complex skills.  
 
Part of the mission of Learning and Development is to improve the long-term capabilities of the 
workforce. In this respect, we may be failing in our mission. Due to entrenched practices and 
organizational obstacles, many of us only think in terms of one-time learning interventions. But 
when people need to build complex skills that prepare them for the future, we should be 
designing learning journeys. 
 
A learning journey places the individual on a planned and evolving learning path to complete in 
an extended period of time. It may include structured learning experiences, collaborative work 
and discussion, mentorships, self-directed undertakings and informal activities.  
 
This approach can fit in with any type of instructional design model. It’s a matter of aligning 
your performance goals and objectives to a set of corresponding instructional strategies that a 
person fulfills over time. 
 
Here are some recommendations for designing a learning journey:  
 
1) keep the big picture in mind,  
2) get input from your target audience and their supervisors or mentors,  
3) provide pre- and post- activities around formal learning events,  
4) provide time for reflection and discussion with colleagues, and  
5) ensure there are opportunities to develop skills through real world or simulated experience 
and to provide learners with timely feedback. 
 
I look forward to a time when both decision-makers and practitioners consider the learning 
journey as a viable strategy for developing long-term capabilities.  
 
 

Mosher, Bob  
Senior Partner and Chief Learning Evangelist, APPLY Synergies, a 5 Moments of Need® Company 
 
The pandemic has exposed a few cracks in the L&D “dam.”  We overteach. We don’t keep up 
with change well. Virtual is harder than it looks and face-to-face classes don’t convert well. We 
don’t truly understand the workflow our learners go back to once our training is over, AND we 
don’t provide them an enablement/transfer strategy and system to do that intentionally.  So, to 
address a few of these: 
 



• Over teaching – We need a way to move content beyond an event model.  Whatever 
event modality you use from face-to-face to eLearning to virtual, we’re still cramming 
too much information into a training model. We need to expand our reach and content 
into the workflow in a way that it can be learned there, where frankly learning is done 
best!  We need to embrace performance support as a discipline and Electronic 
Performance Support Systems (EPSS’s) as a technology.  
 

• Dealing with change– Change is coming at our learners, and us, faster than we can 
produce the content to teach it.  So, there’s a recurring theme here. We must move 
away from training as the only way to keep those we serve current. We need a platform 
and approach that lets us inform our learners and helps them keep up in the workflow 
as the change is occurring.  
 

• Virtual is hard to do well – This is the elephant in the room. Everything’s gone virtual, 
but our design approaches may have not kept up. One of the biggest “aha’s” in this area 
is that virtual instruction demands the use of spaced learning. We just can’t keep our 
learners in a session longer than 90 minutes (if that long). They get overwhelmed and 
distracted. Spacing learning out over time, with practice/application assignments as well 
as performance support in between, has emerged as one of the more powerful 
approaches to learning, and the application of that learning, that we have. 
 

• We don’t get the workflow right – Workflows were decimated when the pandemic hit – 
both in sequencing and surroundings. The order of things changed dramatically and the 
places we worked changed as well. This disrupted how employees performed. We need 
a way to help calm and restructure that. Adding Workflow Analysis to our design 
process, among other things, helps us help our organizations get their arms around the 
new world of work, and how we change the way we enable performance through our 
offerings. 

  
It's a brave new world out there, and the opportunity for L&D professionals to step up in new 
and exciting roles is like I’ve never seen before, BUT we must seize the day and take on these 
new challenges. We have the most receptive learner, and “buyer,” of our services in modern 
history. They want change; they want us to move closer to the work. But we must be ready and 
courageous enough to do that. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Murphy, Jennifer, Ph.D.  
CEO, Quantum Improvements Consulting 
 
As L&D professionals, we’re starting to take stock of the shifts in how, when, and why we work 
that have occurred over the past two years. We’ve all learned the value of flexibility, and 
remote work is increasingly an expectation versus a perceived benefit. Working remotely 
changes our expectations as employees, managers, and company leaders.  
 
In a recent interview with Vanity Fair, relationship expert and therapist Esther Perel noted we 
no longer work from home, we work with home. Before the pandemic, you could leave work at 
the office and were expected to leave your home life at the house. Today, remote workers find 
themselves in multiple roles simultaneously. They’re a parent, spouse, and employee all at 
once. On video conferences, workers see the inside of each other’s houses, meet each other’s 
pets and kids, and occasionally get a peek at their colleagues’ pajama bottoms when they forget 
to turn the camera off before they run off to the kitchen for another cup of coffee. We’re apart, 
but on some level we’re closer than ever. 
 
Corporate learning and development should consider how training needs will shift as what 
“company culture” means is changing. How do we build teams of people in different time zones 
who may never meet face to face? How do we foster and maintain trust in leadership? What 
will we need to teach new employees who are entering this workplace for the first time, and 
how do we make sure veteran employees who are used to the comradery of the office don’t 
feel detached and lonely? What are the tools we will need to develop and administer engaging 
and relevant content that works for everyone? How do you evaluate your high performers, and 
how do you know when someone is struggling? 
 
Companies will need HR-related functions more than ever before. Start having discussions with 
your leadership about these issues. Given the workplace exodus many companies are seeing, 
they are probably worried about how to recruit and retain top talent. As numerous studies 
have shown, workers don’t leave salaries – they leave work environments.  
 
Training for interpersonal “soft” skills is more important than ever. Educate yourself on how 
these skills are taught and fostered in corporate environments and identify opportunities for 
improving your company culture through training and collaboration. Investigate new tools and 
technologies to see how they may facilitate building and maintaining a productive, cohesive 
workplace.  
 
First and foremost, take care of yourself. After two years of a global health crisis, a highly 
polarized political climate, and the death of Betty White, we all have one thing in common: 
We’re all exhausted. “Self-care” is so 2018, but it’s more important than ever. Take stock of 
how your work environment has changed, how it impacts your personal well-being, and give 
yourself space to rest, refresh, and ultimately grow from the experience.   
 



Neelen, Mirjam 
Head of Global Learning Design & Learning Sciences, Novartis  
 
Those who know me should be able to guess my answer to this question. I think L&D 
practitioners can (and should!) improve on taking an evidence-informed approach to their 
practice. Before I explain what I mean by that, I would like to emphasise that I am focusing on 
learning experience design (LXD) here, as that is my area of expertise (‘L&D folks’ can mean 
many different things to many different people, after all).  
Even ‘LXD’ means different things to different people. I usually define it as ‘the process of 
creating learning experiences that enable the learner to achieve a desired outcome.’  
 
I realize that that can still mean different things to different people (perhaps I could write 
another piece discussing that L&D practitioners can improve on defining their terminology and 

consistently using it       !). As Donald Clark rightly describes it in his Learning Experience Design 
book, learning is “a complex, ongoing, long tail of activities.” It is a process. And when it comes 
to experiences, we have them all the time. Some might lead to learning, some (many?) won’t.  
Here is the thing. As professional learning experience designers, we need to know what makes 
a good or bad learning experience. That’s where design and evidence-informed practice come 
in: 

 
 
Just to be clear, this three-legged stool integrates three basic principles, that I would like to 
explain in a bit more depth: 
 
1. The highest-quality scientific evidence available from the learning sciences, in the context of 
what you are trying to achieve with the learning experience you need to design.  
 
I often hear arguments that we should not take scientific evidence too seriously because most 
of it is done in educational contexts. The argument they use is that the workplace cannot be 
compared to children who are in more controlled environments, such as a classroom. This is 
only partly true.  
 



After all, our human cognitive architecture is the same for all of us (sensory memory, working 
memory, long-term memory, etc.). There are plenty of LXD principles that have strong evidence 
behind them and can be used across the board. For example, when we need to remember 
something, we can best learn it spaced across time to require our repeated retrieval of that 
learned information, strengthen our memory traces through the repetition, and ‘make it stick’ 
(i.e., diminish our forgetting). Thus, spaced practice is an LXD principle that’s applicable in every 
context when people need to remember something. We also need to retrieve it often from our 
long-term memory if we want to remember it long term. Hence, practice is also an LXD 
principle that’s effective in any context where people need to remember something.  
 
As a last example for now, when we talk about ‘skills development’ (acquiring the ability to do 
something well in a particular context), it means that people need to be able to apply the skill in 
the context of their work (or home, or sports, or…). In order to get there, they need examples, 
practice, and feedback. The evidence around examples is pretty strong (for example, people 
need concrete examples to learn effectively and they also need multiple examples on the same 
thing varied with examples of different things so as to learn to find differences between 
seemingly similar things (discrimination) and find similarities between seemingly different 
things. The evidence about how to practice effectively is also strong. For example, moving from 
guided practice (e.g, provide process-oriented support, explaining the steps that you need to 
take to complete a task) to independent practice (doing it without any guidance) is more 
effective than throwing people into the deep end and expecting (actually hoping) that they 
learn something. There is also a lot of research on what makes feedback more or less effective. 
We discuss research on practice and feedback in our book and Patti Shank wrote a book titled 
Practice and Feedback for Deeper Learning in which she discusses the research on practice and 
feedback. In a nutshell, there are many examples of LXD principles that are backed up with 
strong evidence and that are useful in any context. 
 
 
2. Other data, such as examples and inputs from learners and other stakeholders, or data from 
workplace systems are other examples of evidence that we should use to inform our design 
decisions.  
 
When it comes to learners, we often ask them how they experienced a learning intervention or 
what their preferences are. This is not what we should be doing if we want to design effective 
and efficient (and enjoyable) learning experiences. Data from learner research should focus on 
their jobs, the environment they work in, and sometimes the extent to which they are aware of 
a performance problem or opportunity.  
 
Asking people what their jobs look like day to day is more useful. What are their challenges? 
What have they already tried to overcome them? To what extent do they get manager or peer 
support? What kind of systems and devices do they work with? To what extent do they know 
there is a performance gap to be filled? To what extent do they believe that it’s important in 
the context of their job and the business needs? In other words, we need to discover what 
things we would need to take into consideration when designing learning experiences.  



 
One time, I was asked to design a training to improve collaboration. “We need to break silos and 
our people need to learn to better collaborate,” according to my stakeholder. When 
interviewing the people involved, they told me that their revenue was impacted when they 
collaborate with other teams. Instead of 100%, they would only get 50%, as of course the client 
only pays once and now they had to split it! It’s crystal clear that a ‘collaboration training’ isn’t 
the right solution here! 
 
When it comes to business stakeholders, they can explain the business need, what kind of data 
they have to demonstrate the need, and also show to what extent people aren’t yet doing or 
knowing what they’re supposed to be doing in the context of the business need.  
 
Once, I talked to a team that was designing a management development program. The 
company had a new framework with ‘desired management behaviors,’ and now we had to 
make sure that all managers actually exhibited these behaviors. My question was: “How do we 
know these people aren’t already exhibiting these behaviors?” The answer: “Leadership told us 
so.” “Okay”, I said, “let’s assume that this is true that they’re not exhibiting the behaviors. Do 
we then know why they’re not?” “Well,” the team said, “we have interviewed managers and 
they say they know what the desired behaviors are and that they believe them to be important. 
However, they’re under too much pressure and don’t have the space to spend time with their 
people in a way that would allow them to show these behaviors.” This type of ‘data’ shows us 
that a training program is not going to solve our problem.  
 
Then systems data. There are plenty of ways we can use systems data to inform our designs.  
 
In one organization I worked in, they did a deep analysis on the websites that their workers 
created and they discovered all kinds of flaws. After a bit more digging, it turned out that people 
simply didn’t have enough knowledge and skills to design effective websites. This data provided 
evidence that there was indeed a problem and a learning need. 
 
 
3. Our own expertise as LXD professionals means many different things. It refers to our 
knowledge, such as our knowledge on how people learn, on learning theories (and the evidence 
to back them up), and on learning myths. It also refers to our experience. This can refer to our 
experience in having stakeholder conversations (what to listen for, figuring out your 
stakeholders’ perceptions on learning and training, what questions to ask when) and also our 
experience when it comes to our organizational processes (“We will never be able to do that in 
3 weeks, because the IT department will need 6 weeks to approve it.”). And so the list goes on. 
 
This type of evidence-informed practice helps us as practitioners to make better decisions on 
when to design learning experiences and on how to design them so that they turn out to be 
effective, efficient, and enjoyable for people.  



 
 
To put it simply: Evidence-informed LXD leads to effective, efficient, and enjoyable learning 
experiences. 
Here are some tips to start working in an evidence-informed way (I’m going to focus on the 
scientific evidence here as that’s my personal passion): 
 
1. Put your research hat on when you read, hear, or see something in order to prevent yourself 
from getting fooled or to confirm that something is actually well-researched and nuanced. 
Daniel T. Willingham’s steps can help with this:  
 

Strip it & 
Flip it 

Strip it means taking a critical look at the language that is used. If the language is 
vague, emotional, or hyped up... be skeptical! 
 
Flip it, means that you try to turn the argument upside down. Pedro de Bruyckere 
used a nice example once in the context of learning styles. The idea of learning 
styles intuitively and emotionally makes sense to people but if you flip it and ask, 
“how do you feel about pigeonholing people” (which is what you do when you 
think that people fall into a certain learning style category) then suddenly the 
idea sounds way less appealing. 

Trace it Trace it comes down to: Don’t just trust what people say because they’re an 
authority or a (self-claimed?) expert. This doesn’t mean you have to extensively 
research everything but you just need to dig a bit deeper and ask yourself what 
kind of evidence there actually is for the claim. What kind of resources has 
someone used? Just take a critical look. 

Analyze 
it 

Analyzing it requires some basic statistical knowledge but a critical eye can bring 
you quite a long way as well. Willingham suggests that if something sounds too 
good to be true, then it probably is. We would like to ‘flip’ that as well and say 



overall (which goes back to the ‘strip it’): If a claim sounds very strong, too 
generic, too dramatic, then it probably needs more nuance! 

Should I 
do it? 

When you have done a bit of digging, go back to your original question and 
decide Should we do it? (in our field that’s usually something like should we apply 
this method, implement this strategy, buy this tool...?). After you’ve stripped, 
flipped, traced, and analyzed, and the results are positive, then it might be worth 
a shot (don’t forget to evaluate in your own context though!). 

 
 
2. Follow research-to-practice translators, such as Will Thalheimer, Patti Shank, Julie Dirksen, 
Jane Bozarth, Connie Malamed, Donald Clark, Catherine Lombardozzi, Paul A. Kirschner, and 
me. 
 
3. If you’re really passionate and want to become somewhat of a die-hard, you can dig into the 
scientific research itself and use Gorard’s sieve to guide you. 
 

 
When it comes to the stakeholder and systems data, learn about user research, data analytics, 
or find the expertise within your organization to support you (personally, I am not great at the 
data analytics piece, so I always ask for guidance there, to make sure I don’t overlook anything). 



Your expertise will continue to build over time, but it won’t come without ... learning     . How 
to do this really depends on your ‘niche,’ and how to approach your own learning effectively is 
a whole different topic. 
 
I saved the most important tip for last. Becoming an evidence-informed practitioner won’t 
happen overnight but there’s one thing you can do right away. Just. Start. 
  

Nurridin, Hadiya 
Owner and Learning Strategist, Instructional Designer, Duets Learning 
 
We could do a better job looking outside the industry for knowledge, best practices, and 
inspiration. Most of our challenges have already been solved by other industries.  
 
If you want to learn how to tell compelling stories, take the time to consider why a film you 
recently saw resonated with you. Look up the story's origin or watch interviews with the cast or 
the director.  
 
If you want to learn how to be more persuasive in your course designs or even with clients, 
read a book on sales, watch marketing videos, or simply observe professional salespeople in 
action.  
 
If you’re struggling with creative ways to create layouts for elearning, look at billboards and 
magazines. Even the structure of cooking shows can inform us on building a whole from parts 
and tell stories along the way.  
 
You do not have to become an expert on every topic imaginable. Just be open to the influence. 
For example, instead of researching how to motivate learners, start with the psychology of 
motivation and what drives people to act for, and against, their own self-interest. 
 

Olah, Zsolt 
Sr. Learning Technologist, Amazon 
 
Data literacy skills for learning and performance. The effect of learning transfer on the job is a 
better predictor than the traditional "Band-Aid counting" metrics (completion, time spent in 
training, average scores, star ratings, etc.).  
 
To measure and evaluate the effect of learning, we need to not only focus on the application on 
the job but also speak data, the language of information. Building on the 3 Cs (curiosity, 
creativity, and critical thinking) by Jordan Morrow, author of the book, Be Data Literate: The 
Data Literacy Skills Everyone Needs to Succeed, I strongly suggest adding the fourth: culture. 
That is your company culture of performance, your learning culture of resistance, etc. In other 
words, you must know your context and audience to tell effective data stories.  



 
May the 4Cs be with you in 2022!    
 

Paine, Nigel, Dr. 
Author and Consultant, Owner NigelPaine.Com Ltd. Co-presenter and Co-founder of Learning 
Now TV, Presenter of From Scratch Podcast (with Martin Couzins)  
 
I really believe that L&D is at a crossroads. One way leads to relevance and a focus on business 
solutions and impact on day-to-day work: it is outward-looking. The other is about a focus on 
course delivery, technical aspects of learning, and an inward-looking approach and philosophy. 
 
If you want a stark example of that contradiction and its consequences, then look at TikTok in 
December 2021. They dismissed their entire talent team, not because they were not doing a 
pretty good job of development but “the team’s work had ‘limited practical value’ and 
represented a ‘disconnect’ from the company’s needs.”  (From an internal TikToc memo quoted 
by CNBC on January 31st 2022). 
 
There are two critical phrases in the TikTok memo: disconnect from the company’s needs, and 
limited practical value. Their talent team was steaming ahead, doing what they thought was 
good work. The problem was their company was pushing forward in an entirely different 
direction! 
 
Five years ago, this contrast was not a huge problem. Learning was seen as a universal good and 
hardly anyone bothered to measure its impact on the business. If staff liked it, and signed up, 
that was good enough evidence of success. Learning went on its way doing interesting and 
valuable work that people, in general, liked. What TikTok was signaling, however, is that this is 
no longer enough, and the change is not cosmetic but fundamental. 
 
The question, therefore, is how can L&D shift focus?  I believe that this fundamental 
realignment is straightforward if you pay attention to two key words: fieldwork and practice. 
L&D listens and accepts what it is told about needs, or worse it assumes it knows what people 
want, because they sign up readily. Fieldwork is totally different. Here nothing is assumed. L&D 
needs to get out of its bubble and explore, not the superficial problems, but get at the 
underlying issues: and challenges that the organization faces. L&D needs to explore and 
interrogate the questions behind the questions, and the complex problems masked by what 
appears to be a simple problem.  
 
Fieldwork requires what the management thinker and organizational culture expert, Edgar 
Schein, called “humble enquiry.” He wrote a book about it with the subtitle: “the gentle art of 
asking instead of telling.” It is about following through, asking pretty basic questions, and 
gathering evidence of underlying challenges that the organization needs to fix and then working 
out a clear strategy (in consort with the organization) to fix them. 
 

http://nigelpaine.com/


Practice is critical too. I want L&D to take itself seriously and build its practice, day-in/day-out 
and year-in/year-out. What worked once no longer works; what seemed the right way to go is 
no longer appropriate. No engineer or health professional would baulk at developing his or her 
practice. There are clear expectations and standards. We need similar ones in L&D.   
 
CEOs listen to their head of finance because the financial frame is clear and self-evident. We 
need a learning frame which offers similar, but different, insights because it is about people not 
money.  
 
When the CEO values the financial information equally as the talent and learning information, 
L&D will have crafted a purpose fit for this age, and not until then. 
 

Penn, Jacinta 
Learning Designer, Workbright eLearning 
 
I think people in all organisations still struggle to get away from content. It's so important to 
start a project by focusing on the objective for the business or team, no matter what 
information you already have in documents, policies, and PowerPoints. 
 
I see this all the time when I am teaching Instructional Design courses. They say we want people 
to 'know' or 'understand' this - in fact, those two words are a big, flashing alert that you haven't 
nailed your objective yet. I think this can be because those new to Instructional Design struggle 
to ask questions and probe as much as they need to. 
 
Even if you are designing a compliance course, for legal or safety issues, the objective is not 'to 
meet compliance,' the objective is for us to 'have this end result' because our teams are 
meeting compliance all the time. For example, your objective should never be 'For staff to 
understand the health and safety policy.' Your objective should be 'Everyone goes home safe 
every day' or "Zero deaths and half as many serious accidents."  
 
Those objectives are for the learning design team, not the learner, so you can be brutally 
honest and confronting in a way you wouldn't be if you were talking to your learners. Let's look 
at an example. 
 
After being given a through presentation from a PowerPoint, when I really pushed for what 
result they really wanted out of a lockout-tagout training, one safety person said to me "I want 
them to stop pushing the damn button!" So we focused on what the learner needed to do a 
lockout properly without touching the emergency stop button and getting killed by someone 
else turning the machine on. We also confronted WHY the learners were pushing the 
emergency stop button. 
 
Not only did they have limited time, with pressure from management, they also just thought 
'she'll be right' and took a chance. So we arranged for her to discuss the time pressure with 



managers and add time to cleaning to allow for proper lockout. Then we added a ‘Wheel of 
Fortune’ activity to our learning to make them confront the gamble they were taking with their 
lives - a wheel of death, serious injury, minor injury, and no injury. We also added an animated 
video showing an injury right at the beginning of the course, to emphasize that's what we were 
here for. 
 
If we had worked off the tidy PowerPoint content given to us, we would have missed the main 
problem which had caused them to need this training. Don't be afraid to confront the issues…  
 
Ask questions, push for why, and always nail the objective first. 
 

Polakowski, Bartlomiej 
E-learning speaker and consultant, Amazon 
 
Learning Science. The pandemic pushed L&D towards technologies; we should all be happy.  
 
Finally the doors to the twenty-first century had been opened. We could all leverage the power 
of e-learning, digital toolboxes had grown, and the discussions with businesses switched from 
"this can't be done online" to "how can we digitize this training?"  
 
Unfortunately this digitalization has highlighted a huge problem with missing learning science 
knowledge in the L&D space. We were always fighting learning styles, cones, and pyramids. It's 
like the yeti…we know that it doesn't exists...but a few people have seen it and took a blurry 
picture…so maybe... 
 
But right now we face a bigger problem. "Suddenly" we've discovered (or rather our unhappy 
learners let us realize) that an instructional designer is not a person doing fancy slides and 
actually you need skills to deliver effective learning experiences online. 
 
Many people have started to copy their proven techniques from the classroom "decorated" 
with ineffective interactions, games, and quizzes. Everyone learned how to use new tools and 
exploited all available functionalities. The results were quite impressive, including "Zoom 
fatigue," "virtual burnout," and "digital overload.”  
 
We forgot that learning is not about gadgets and technologies (even if it starts with "e-"). There 
is actually science behind it and I'm not speaking about neuroscience (which is another myth in 
L&D space). Our brains are still a mystery BUT… universities all around the world have 
conducted a lot of research on learning science and cognitivism. They can help us deliver 
effective and also efficient learning experiences. Of course, if you love reading sophisticated 
academic papers :)  
 
Fortunately, last year’s L&D thought leaders published amazing and user-friendly books that 
can be used almost like Ikea's manuals - just read it and put your learning experience 



together:)  
 
Just to mention a few that I highly recommend to anyone in the L&D: 
 

• Patti Shank (Write Better Multiple-Choice Questions to Assess Learning) 

• Mirjam Neelen and Paul A Kirchner (Evidence-Informed Learning Design) 

• Cathy Moore (Map It) 

• Clark Quinn (Learning Science) 

• Sharon Boller and Laura Fletcher (Design Thinking for Training and Development) 

• Peter C. Brown (Make it Stick) 

• Ruth C. Clark (Evidence-Based Training Methods) 
 

They are also extremely active in social media like LinkedIn or Twitter so you don't have any 
excuses not to learn;) 
 

Pradhan, Arun 

Co-Founder, ModelThinkers.com 
 
My one thing for people in L&D is being more strategic. That means embracing that less is more 
when it comes to content, and that rather than reacting to every training content request, we 
align our work to strategic business outcomes. 
 
It's also about letting go of perfectionism and identifying the 20% that will help us get 80% of 
the impact in our work.  
 
To achieve this I think we need to improve performance consulting and influencing skills, along 
with a healthy dose of commercial acumen to always understand and align to the real value of 
our work.  

 

Quinn, Clark, Ph.D. 
Executive Director, Quinnovation 
 
One thing I think many people in L&D could improve on is to deeply engage the learner 
in why this course, getting them to invest in the learning. We don’t spend enough effort to help 
learners understand what this learning is going to contribute.  
 
Tips for how people can do that? 
 
I think that before learners are truly going to invest in a learning experience, they need to 
believe: 1) I do need this, 2) I don’t already know it, and 3) this experience will change that. 
Stay tuned for my forthcoming book on the topic ;). 
 



Salas, Alex, CPTD, CTT+, CSM 
Learning Experience Designer and Chief of Awesomeness at LXDLaunch 
 
I recommend renouncing the same approaches seen in schools, i.e., courses about topics, 
definitions without any relevant practice, etc. Have activities that are simulations of real work 
tasks and focus on the needs of the business as well as the needs of workers. 
 
Be more business-like so you can better support the business and gain value in the 
organization. Focus on observable results so you can easily demonstrate the impact of your 
interventions. 
 

Shackleton-Jones, Nick 
CEO & Founder, Shackleton-consulting (www.shackleton-consulting.com) 
 
Creating useful stuff. Corporate learning and development draws heavily on educational rituals, 
which means we often focus on topics & content and ways of pushing information to people - 
something I have described as ‘content dumping.’ This rarely has a positive impact on employee 
performance or experience. 
 
There are a couple of better alternatives, one of which is to create resources that help people 
with the job. This might sound obvious, but it’s actually a big shift in mindset. For example, 
from focusing on content to focusing on context, from topic to task. One critical step in making 
this shift is talking to your audience, so that your approach to designing solutions can be data-
driven and human-centered. As an example of the data you should collect, you can get groups 
of people to list their top-ten tasks, and top-ten concerns (things that matter to them). You can 
then use a ‘CTR Matrix’ (Concern-Task-Resource) to match the resources appropriately.  
 
In summary: it would be great if we started thinking about people and their work, rather than 
content and curricula. 
 

Shank, Patti, PhD 
Author, Write Better Multiple-Choice Questions to Assess Learning and Write and Organize for 
Deeper Learning (available on Amazon, internationally) www.pattishank.com 
 
One of the reasons I got started teaching workplace and professional development learning 
professionals fundamental instructional design skills is that these skills are CRITICAL to gaining 
needed outcomes. Some evidence-based fundamentals I teach include learning objectives, 
multiple-choice questions, writing for comprehension, and design of relevant practice 
elements. For example, without knowing what people specifically need to be able to do as a 
result of instruction, we tend to build generic content that may or may not be relevant. We are 
trying to impact life or job skills, not build content. We may build content, of course, but if it is 
generic or non-relevant, it is often a waste of time. It won't be remembered or used on the job.  
 

http://www.shackleton-consulting.com/
http://www.pattishank.com/


Here's an example that I hope will help you understand this better. 
 
If I am a coach who teaches parents and student athletes about concussions, which of the topic 
lists below seems most relevant, List A or List B?  
 
List A 

• Concussion statistics 

• Student sports and concussions 

• Anatomy of a concussion 

• Coach and parent action plans 
 
List B 

• Concussion is a BIG deal 

• Concussion signs and symptoms 

• Concussion treatment 

• Returning to school and sports 
 
Without very specific learning objectives, both may seem equally important. But if I only have 
90 minutes to spend with parents and student athletes and the most critical objectives are for 
parents and athletes to: 
 

• analyze whether a concussion may have occurred, and 

• know what to do next after analysis, 
 
List B is the specific information that is most relevant.  
 
Without precise and relevant learning objectives, we are far less able to write good 
assessments (which tell us if people met the learning objectives) and far less able to develop 
appropriate and valuable content and practice activities. Doing a good job with the 
fundamentals makes it far more likely to gain needed results. 
 
Here are some next steps: 
 
1. Learn how to write clear and relevant performance-focused learning objectives. 
2. Align your assessments, content, and activities directly with these learning objectives. 
3. Evaluate your results and make ongoing improvements as needed. 
 

Snyder, Dawn M., Ph.D., C.P.T. 
Prosci Change Practitioner, CEO & Managing Principal, Dawn Snyder Associates 
 
Changing the conversation! The most common complaint I hear is that organizations ask us to 
be order-takers. Changing that initial conversation is the first step to make sure that we focus 
on performance. Our job is to help people do their work. Tight timelines, organizational 



expectations, and even our own lack of analysis and evaluation skills may keep us from adding 
real value. These obstacles challenge both individual practitioners and L&D functions. 
 
Learning new skills yourself is often part of the solution, but you can change the conversation 
today by simply asking the right questions of the right people. Instead of responding to a 
request for training with “Who is the target audience?” and “How long should the training be?” 
ask this: “What’s the problem” and drill down to “What do people need to be able to DO?” 
Other “right questions” might include:  
 

• What are they expected to accomplish/produce? 

• How similar is this to what they were doing before? 

• What can we do, besides training, to help people do the right thing? 
  
For performance problems, try asking these questions: 
 

• How long has this been going on? 

• Why are they not doing this now? Has something changed? 

• Who’s doing it well? 

• What barriers do they face? 

• What tools and resources do they have? 

• What consequences do they experience? 
 
Also, be sure to ask these questions of the right people! Requestors often have a limited view of 
what’s happening. Start with the people actually doing the work! And consider including people 
from the variety of work settings—different countries, different locations, different job focus 
areas. Then include perspectives from people impacted by the work or who contribute to it 
(e.g., managers, customers).  
 
I’ll leave you with this quotation from Michael Allen: 
 

It’s an ironic fact of life that most organizations completely ignore the best and most 
informed instructional design consultants in the world—their learners.” Allen, M. (2014). 
“The Return of Serious Design.” Chief Learning Officer, 13(7), 30–33.  
 

 
Taylor, Donald H  
Researcher, start-up advisor, and chair, Learning Technologies Conference, London 
 
What could L&D improve? It could reconsider its role in the modern era. In the past this role 
was implicitly understood: it was to develop people to do their jobs, and in a world where the 
distribution of knowledge was slow, this was inextricably linked to the creation and distribution 
of content. This could be books, performance aids, or any other form of material, with the 



most-usual method being the face-to-face course. 
 
Along the way that focus on the means – the course – became conflated with the aim – helping 
people do their jobs. This happened long before the advent of the world-wide web, but the 
coming of digital delivery provided an opportunity to focus on the technical side of producing 
materials in far greater depth. Whether it was instructional design or the complexities of using 
different modalities, there was work to be done, a lot of work, in ensuring that content did its 
job well. 
 
All this happened just as the nature of work was changing, changes which continue now. We 
are moving towards organisations that are more loosely structured and that provide a wider 
variety of ways of working, from pa-rolled employee to contractor to occasional gig worker. 
These and myriad other changes require faster, often more specialised, knowledge transfer 
than a course, or content in any form, can provide. And all this is happening amid the 
information glut of the world-wide web, which has taken us from a world where knowledge 
was power to where information is almost free. 
 
So, to repeat, L&D could benefit from reconsidering its role in the modern era. Courses and 
content were the mainstay of our work. Now they constitute a fraction of it. The rest of the 
work we need to do revolves around performance consulting, understanding and facilitating 
social and informal learning, providing analytics, working with IT and recruitment to build a 
talent strategy and a lot more. The aim of L&D hasn’t changed. We still want to help people do 
their jobs, but the way we do that is now very different. How exactly those means have 
changed depends on your organisation and its context, but do not be in any doubt, things have 
changed. The role of L&D has grown, and if we are truly to help people develop in their roles, 
we must grow too. 
 

Taylor, Mike 
Learning Consultant, Nationwide 
 
One thing I think many people in L&D could improve on is looking beyond L&D to see what 
other fields are doing. Often in history, the biggest advancements came not from inventions, 
but from applying existing tools or concepts in new and novel ways. Inventing is not the same 
thing as innovation. Invention is really difficult. Innovation is much easier - especially if you are 
scanning other fields looking for things you can "steal" for your own purposes.  
  
For example, I've been a proponent of applying marketing strategies to L&D for a long time 
now. NoCode is another field that has a huge amount of potential for L&D applications. There 
are a lot of reasons to make a conscious effort to get outside of our information bubble. The 
potential for discovering innovative ideas is right up there near the top of the list.  
  
How can we do this? The first step is to be conscious about how you consume information. It is 
easy to get stuck in the filter bubble the social media platforms put you in as a result of their 



algorithms. For me, taking control of my information diet with an app like Feedly is a game 
changer. This approach puts me in control of what I want to see, when and where I want to see 
it. Beyond that, try to add some serendipity.  There are some nice options like Refind, The 
Sample, and others that can help you find those random things that wouldn't normally break 
into the filter bubble that so many people don't even realize they are stuck in.  
 

Thalheimer, Will 
Will Thalheimer, PhD, MBA, Principal, TiER1 Performance 
  
We can all improve in learning evaluation. And we know it.  
  
In the Learning Trends Survey 2022, my colleagues and I at TiER1 Performance asked learning 
professionals whether their learning teams were able to do the learning evaluation they 
wanted to do. 65% said NO! Only 4% said they used “sound, research-supported evaluation 
practices.” 
  
The very first thing we can do to improve is to wake up to the reality that our traditional 
methods have not been working as well as we’d like, that we make too many mistakes in 
evaluating, but that there are some relatively easy things we can do to improve. 
  
The second thing we can do is to NOT beat ourselves up about all this! Learning is one of the 
most complex things in the universe and learning evaluation is even harder! We don’t need 
perfection; we need step-by-step improvements in our own practices. 
 
After these preliminaries, then let’s use an evaluation model that has learning-wisdom baked 
into it. I’m biased, but my LTEM framework is the only evaluation framework that induces us to 
think about learning as it actually works. LTEM separates learning into knowledge, decision-
making competence, and task competence. It reminds us about measuring remembering, not 
just understanding. It nudges us to go beyond measures of attendance, completion rates, and 
participation. LTEM and the LTEM report are free and available here: 
https://www.worklearning.com/ltem/. 
 
Don’t only use learner surveys, but when you do use learner surveys, use the distinctive 
questioning technique baked into the performance-focused learner survey approach. Again, I’m 
biased. The second edition of my book will be published in early March 2022. Performance-
Focused Learner Surveys: Using Distinctive Questioning to Get Actionable Data and Guide 
Learning Effectiveness. 
 
And lastly, get started. People ask me why I emphasize learner surveys when I also warn about 
using them as the only source of information. The key to success is taking the first step. We as 
learning professionals have been frustrated over the years and our organizations are often 
resistant to changing the old methods. By getting started, we end the paralysis, we get some 

http://feedly.com/
https://refind.com/tmiket?invite=VRM1JwAHC0
https://thesample.ai/
https://thesample.ai/
https://www.worklearning.com/ltem/


successes and motivate ourselves for more. In the end, we make things better. Not perfect. But 
better! 
 

Tindall, Seb 
Director of Learning & Development Operations, Vitality 
 
I think it’s difficult to generalise the profession, as it seems that it has never been more diverse 
in respect to practices and methodologies. If I had to pick something that has become even 
more prevalent, it’s the need to move to being more of a data aggregator–there are just so 
many sources of data within an organisation that you can spend a disproportionate amount of 
time chasing it down. Data analysis, manipulation and presentation are so vital for L&D 
professionals today in order to make sure that you are identifying demonstrable performance 
problems and having a quantifiable impact.  
 
Being someone who has access to all of the organisational performance data in an ergonomic 
format puts your finger directly on the performance pulse and people will come to you for 
insight rather than requests for “training.” You can always ensure that you have a concise single 
source of truth, allowing you to ground your own strategy in accurate and timely intelligence. 
Curation is not a content-specific process, it also applies to data too. Start exploring ways in 
which the data can come to you and this will allow the world of instant analysis to begin. 
  

Tipton, Shannon 
Chief Learning Rebel Learning Rebels LLC 
 
Widen your point of view through intentional curiosity and treat curiosity as a skill instead of a 
serendipitous experience.   
 
Rethinking curiosity and our efforts towards a curious mindset will not only broaden the 
perspective of L&D but will sharpen awareness of new ideas and encourage experimentation. 
Most L&D people will say they are curious, but is curiosity a practiced habit? Do we start with a 
question, and through intentional discovery, find multiple paths to an answer? The results of 
intentional discovery become apparent when L&D nurtures a culture of experimentation 
centered around curiosity, creativity, and innovation. The world opens up and gives up her 
secrets.  
 
How do we get there from here? 
 
Broaden curious horizons from “finding answers” to “asking questions. For example, instead of 
“What is the difference between a taco and a burrito?,” ask “Why should I eat a taco rather 
than a burrito?” 
 
Treat curiosity and experimentation as complementary practices. For example, “That's why I 
should eat a taco rather than a burrito, let's experiment as to why.” 



 
Start each day with a question to explore. For example, “What other cultures have some form 
of the taco as a cuisine?”  
 
Curiosity begets more and deeper intentional curiosity. Sharing findings with your team or 
network, "What can we all learn about cultures through the development of tacos?" 
 
Lastly, fight to make intentional curiosity a habit.  Add questioning as a routine practice. 
 
Building curiosity is a skill that can be improved with effort and motivation. One must fight to 
develop a practice of curiosity. If we do not, our daily to-do list and actions take over and 
smother curious thinking. If you always walk the same path, discovery will never happen. 
Forcing yourself into a curious mindset means adding questioning as a routine practice. For 
more on this topic, check this blog article.  
 

Verswijvelen, Miranda  
Senior elearning and writing consultant; Information Mapping Partner, LearningWorld Design  
 
L&D people have to become better writers. Actually, we write a lot: design documents, job aids, 
elearning content, presentations, scenarios and much more. Yet structured and/or creative 
writing skills are seldom mentioned in job ads. And it shows. It’s not unusual to find long-
winded sentences, repetition, passive voice, difficult language and uninteresting attempts at 
storytelling in what L&D produces. We need to look around us at sectors that are versed in 
writing well, and absorb their skills. 
  
Get better at structuring content in small relevant units of information and make every word 
count. We need to groom each little piece of text using active voice and simple clear sentences, 
and steer away from jargon where we can. At the same time, we have to write with empathy 
for each audience and consider their needs. Why are they looking at this content? How do they 
find what they need quickly? Here we can seek inspiration from technical writers, marketing, 
and websites? 
  
On the other hand, with the well-deserved rise of scenarios, small sims, and chatbots as 
learning and coaching approaches, we also need to improve our creative writing. That’s where 
we can learn from books, movies, and games. How do you bring characters to life and add 
personality? What does a realistic conversation look like? How do we weave choices and 
consequences in a scenario together so it becomes a real learning experience? 
  
Learn, practice writing, ask for feedback and read a lot of other writing. Your learners will love 
it. 
 

https://learningrebels.com/2021/09/07/curiosity-as-a-business-practice/


 
 
Villachica, Steven W., PhD 
Associate Professor of Organizational Performance and Workplace Learning, Boise State 
University 
 
Training creation, implementation, and maintenance is nothing but a cost--until it produces 
valued behavior change on the job. To help ensure training produces this desired effect, L&D 
folks can improve the extent they work with others in the organization to support skill transfer 
to the workplace.   
 
Back in 1992, Mary Broad and John Newstrom argued that learners, L&D professionals, and 
managers (including supervisors) should work together to support this transfer. The authors 
also stated that this cast of characters should work together to support transfer before, during, 
and after the training event.  
 
It’s wickedly difficult to try to support skill transfer after L&D has created the training. By this 
time, L&D has moved on to supporting other training needs. Learners have completed the 
course and returned to the workplace. Managers are focused on other issues.  
 
Turning this situation around requires L&D to begin conversations about supporting skill 
transfer to the workplace when first responding to a client’s request for training--and before 
agreeing to create the training itself.  
 
In other words, part of qualifying any request for training should include agreements about 
responsibilities to support skill transfer to the workplace. 
 
L&D should agree to create performance-based training that teaches learners how to perform 
their job tasks in ways that meet stakeholder requirements.  
 
Clients and organizational stakeholders should agree to: 

• Work with L&D to align training with organizational missions, strategic business objectives and 
initiatives, and things that keep them up at night. 

• Identify subject matter experts (SMEs) and provide them with release time to work with L&D. 

• Review training deliverables for technical accuracy, completeness, and authenticity. 

• Provide participants for user tryouts and pilot testing. 

• Enforce stated prerequisites for training. 
 

Learners should agree to: 

• Possess all prerequisite skills before starting training. 

• Complete all pre-work before starting training. 

• Complete the training. 

https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED366712


• Create and expedite a transfer plan to apply their training to their jobs. 
 

Managers and supervisors should agree to: 

• Provide learners with release time to apply what they learned in training to the job. 

• Support learners as they expedite their transfer plans. 

• Require learners to use any job aids they received in training as they perform their jobs. 

• Provide coaching as learners apply their training on the job. 

• Provide feedback about the extent to which learners are successfully applying their 
training in performing their job tasks. 
 

Wallace, Guy W.  
Performance Analyst & Instructional Architect, EPPIC Inc. 
 
Everyone should work to improve their Performance Analysis capabilities and focus on the 
Outputs first, the Behavioral and Cognitive Tasks second, and the Stakeholder Requirements for 
both Outputs and Tasks third. That's the only route to creating performance-based Instruction 
that's more likely to transfer back to the job and have a positive impact on the learners' 
Performance Competence and Measured Business Results.  
 
I have hundreds of free resources including blog posts, articles, videos, and webinars, and some 
resources for a fee, on my websites EPPIC and  HPT (Human Performance Technology) 
Treasures, but you can also look to available writings and books from the late Geary A. 
Rummler, Thomas Gilbert, Joe Harless, Bob Mager, and others.  
 

White, Wendy RW  
Global Manufacturing Training Systems Leader, International Paper 
  
Often I see people working very hard to create training content and getting so engrossed with 
the material or medium that they fail to see that what they are building has shifted away from 
the solution they intended. 
  
I often find myself needing to take a step back and ask a couple of reflective questions, such as: 

• ‘what problem am I trying to solve?’ 

• ‘is training needed or is this more about setting clear expectations instead?’ 
 

Wood, Emily 
Managing Director, Serenity Learning LLC 
  
I think this is the year to specialize.  
 
Once you have a general understanding of the variety of things you can do as an L&D 
professional, figure out what you enjoy doing the most and really focus on that area.  

https://eppic.biz/
https://hpttreasures.wordpress.com/
https://hpttreasures.wordpress.com/


 
Are you a fantastic graphic designer? Focus on layouts and templates to make learning pop. Are 
you good at making things easy to understand? Graphically- focus on UX. Content- focus on 
adult learning and storyboarding. There are so many amazing opportunities for teaching people 
and working with organizations to build learning and development.  
 
Consider investing in yourself and really accentuating your natural strengths and how that can 
work for you in this industry. I like learning from books, but there are also podcasts, youtube, 
free online learning, paid online learning, and continuing education courses. 
  
 
  
 


